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You can also buy a VGA Aperture in the Discounts & Bundles list. With any hardware made in Vietnam (and some that weren’t), the fine print can be a little sneaky. The manufacturer may say it is “made in Vietnam” but the warranty may not be valid anywhere except in Vietnam. This is the case for the Sharp VGA Aperture. The warranty info is on page 2 and is limited to Vietnam. This is an extreme example. The warranty info on the CiA
AP500 is rather good. Also, the Acer C300 has a $99 warranty program where a national warranty is included. The Mianzo M600 may have a warranty but it is extremely limited and as a seller of LCDs, I am not qualified to cover this. All the products mentioned have a warranty in Vietnam unless otherwise specified. If you don’t need a warranty, it is probably not worth the extra money. Especially if you are buying from a non-Vietnamese
source. I don’t know where you are but if you are outside of Vietnam, your warranty options may be very limited. Finally, a tip: It is usually best to buy a monitor with a monitor warranty from a monitor manufacturer directly as they are usually much more thorough in their warranty programs. I bought the monitor from Canada. I could not find any information on the warranty info on this monitor anywhere. I’m assuming the warranty is the
same as the one from it’s manufacturer. The monitor was working at the time of purchase. No one ever mentioned a warranty. The warranty for the Sharp VGA Aperture is limited to Vietnam and it does not cover claims of defects or failure of the monitor when it is sold in Canada or any other country. There is a limited warranty on the Fujitsu FP950 for part of Asia ( not all of it) and it covers the defective backlight, but not any other
defects. The HP Pavilion dv9000 has a warranty for parts of Asia, but again, no warranty cover any other parts of the machine. The monitor may have a different warranty info depending on where you live. Usually they are pretty standard. Aperture, Sharp VGA Aperture, Fujitsu FP950, HP Pavilion dv9000 As far as I know, these monitors all have a 1 year warranty.
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